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11/12/21
New Pre K-12 Building Update
Dear Rebel Nation:
People have been asking... What is going on with the new building? On Thursday October 28, 2021, The Board of
Education met with the State Commission (OFCC). It has been several years since our levy passed and we have not
received full state funding. Why?

1. The pandemic caused havoc with the State’s Budget
2. The supply chain shortages have caused a shortage of construction materials and prices have soared. This
means that currently funded OFCC projects needed more money; thus delaying our Funding (full allotment).
The Board of Education previously passed resolutions to go to the bond market for our local share while interest
rates are favorable. In addition, in working with the state, there is a partial allocation of money to build the north end
of the building. Also, the north end of the new building houses program spaces that need to be moved before
academic wings can begin. Therefore, construction will be in two phases.
Phase 1: The north end of the new building, which houses physical education, locker rooms, restrooms, etc. will be
built first. To build this section strategically means moving students and programs only once. We are also required by
the state, to accomplish some construction while we await full state funding This move locks in our 88% state funding
at whatever those costs will be when full funding is available. Once completed those programs(EX:PE) will be moved
to the new building section and the back part of the current building Weight room, locker rooms only) will be
demolished in preparation of phase 2. Our goal is to break ground on Phase 1 during the fall of 2022 (Phase 1) as
long as the bids meet budgeted amounts.
Phase 2: We will continue constructing the remaining wings of the building. Current students will stay in current
classrooms until academic wings are completed. We look forward to the beginning of the new Crestview Prek-12
building. We are stronger together. Phase 1 below
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